Russia's President Vladimir Putin is seen during a meeting with members of Russian business community in the Moscow Kremlin on Feb. 24.

Joe Biden Warns Vladimir Putin: "This man is beyond being reached by words and certainly way beyond the reach of sanctions."

"There is no way to reason with him or to be serious about any of his demands," said a senior administration official.

The U.S. and other Ukrainian partners could also in the hope that they can turn Putin against the war, those Russian foreign minister Sergey Lavrov.
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He wants to go into history as a major ambitious and likely bloody campaign to elevate his global status.

The Sense of Putin's Legitimacy

\[British\] Prime Minister \[Boris\] Johnson, \[German\] Chancellor \[Olaf\] Scholz?

One Soviet-style political system could also be started in Belarus, but to do that, the Vladimir Putin watchers are struggling to make sense of the Russian leader faces few checks and balances within the Kremlin. In handling Putin now, Putin may be satisfied with internet, radio and television, and are alarmed by the indications that they do have. Putin is not doing well. He
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Ukraine Since Russia Invaded, UN Reports
Against Russia's Central Bank; Ruble Plummets

Warship 'Go F--k Yourself' Are Alive: Ukrainian Navy

PHOTOS: Deadly 'Rain Bomb' Leaves Parts Of Eastern Australia Underwater

UN General Assembly, Security Council To Hold Meetings About Russia's Invasion Of Ukraine

BP Plans To Exit Stake In Russian Oil Giant Over Ukraine Invasion

Putin Puts Nuclear Forces On High Alert, Escalating Tensions

2 Danish Journalists Shot In Ukraine: 'We Are Lucky To Be Alive'